
20 WORKING STEPS 
FOR
MAKING OF INTERNAL FUEL GREEN BRICKS BY MANUAL MIXING AND MOULDING

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Stock enough
internal fuel to last Sieving of internal Sieving of other Batching of Digging of 
at least a full brick fuel additives additives soil

season

 - Keep the internal  - Use a 2mm mesh  - Use a 2mm mesh  - Make a 1ft x 1ft x 1ft  - Clean the area
fuel stock covered  - Use finer fraction  - Use finer fraction wooden measuring box  - Take out 6 inches
with plastic to protect in soil in soil  - Convert required of top soil
from rain  - Coarser fraction  - Reject coarser weight into volume  - Mine the soil upto a

can be used as an fraction  - Put measured quantity depth of atleast 4ft or
external fuel  - Sieving of rice of additives near the till you encounter 
 - Use a pulverisor for husk is not needed mixing area good soil
furthur grinding  - Cut to the required

depth at a time



Step 6 Step 7 Step 8 Step 9 Step 10

Spreading of Addition of Mixing of Addition of Soaking of soil
soil internal fuel internal fuel water by water

 - Spread soil evenly  - Spread internal fuel  - Cut and turn the  - Slowly add water  - Allow the soil pile
over the area in small quantities pile over in small  - 30% by weight of to soak the water
 - The height of the  - Spread internal fuel layers water needs to be  - Water will not stand
pile should be equal evenly  - Cut each layer to added for proper in the pile
to a brick height  - Take care that the the bottom mixing  - This might take 
 - Break with the back internal fuel is not in  - Mix the pile atleast  - Do not let the pile up some time depending
of spade any bigger one place two times  - Allow the water to upon the soil plasticity
lumps  - Spread evenly by  - Break any coarse flow evenly over the 
 - The lumps of soil hand soil lumps entire pile
should be lesser than  - Judge mixing by
1-2 inch. uniformity in colour



Step 11 Step 12 Step 13 Step 14

Addition of Wet mixing of soil Ageing of Mixing of 
rice husk and additive pile soil mixture aged soil

 - Spread rice husk  - Cut and turn the  - After wet mixing  - Before moulding
evenly over the pile pile over in small make the soil pile cut the pile to the
 - Spread evenly by hand layers into a compact form bottom and mix 
 - Take care that there  - Cut each layer to  - Cover the wet soil manually
are no seggregations the bottom pile with a thick  - Check for any 

 - Mix the pile atleast black plastic unmixed lumps
two times  - Take care that there  - Discard any hard
 - Judge mixing by is no air leakage unmixed lumps
uniformity in colour  - Occassionally  - Check for colour

sprinkle some water uniformity
by hand
 - Ageing should be 
done for atleast 
48 - 72 hour
depending on the
soil quality 



Step 15 Step 16 Step 17 Step 18 Step 19 Step 20

Cleaning of Sprinkling the Moulding Demoulding Drying Stacking
moulding yard moulding yard and

moulds with sand

 - Before moulding  - Use fine sand <1mm  - Carefully overturn  - Dry until there are no  - Keep a layer of fired
clean the moulding for moulding the mould finger prints during bricks
yard  - If coarser particles  - Lift the mould vertically handling  - Stack in open pattern
 - Water the yard are seen then sieve on two ends  - Dry till leather hard  - Try to keep bricks one
before moulding the sand before use  - Lightly press the  - Check for cracks above the other
 - Level the yard  - Use dry sand for demoulded brick with the  - Stack bricks upto a 
before moulding demoulding back of mould height of 10 bricks
 - Check for any  - Try to use red  - Reject crack bricks
uneven surface burning parting sand

Roll into a proper wedge Roll properly over sand Throw the wwedge with Compact with hand and by Cut off excess soil by Sprinkle sand and
covering the soil force on the mould striking on the floor bow cutter smoothen with hand
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